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SPORTS • Memorial’s

Shaw garnering DI, DII college basketball interest this summer/1B
YOUR REGION • Chippewa County reports continuing rise in number of COVID-19 cases/3A

Feds:
Agents
will
probe
crimes
Effort made
to reassure
Milwaukee,
other cities
that the goal
isn’t to break
up protests
By Todd Richmond
Associated Press

MADISON — Federal prosecutors worked
Wednesday to dispel concerns that federal agents
headed to a number of
U.S. cities will be used to
break up protests, insisting that the agents will
work side-by-side with
local and state investigators to solve violent
crimes.
President Donald
Trump recently sent
federal agents to Portland, Oregon, to protect
federal property during
the almost daily protests
in the city since the May
25 death of George Floyd
in Minneapolis. The move
has drawn heavy criticism
because the agents have
been accused of overstepping that mandate,
arresting people without
probable cause, whisking
them away in unmarked
cars and using excessive
force.

Local COVID-19 cases jump
While July saw a sharp rise, positive
tests plateaued in recent weeks
By Ryan Patterson
Leader-Telegram staff

Positive COVID-19 cases in
Eau Claire County increased
this month but have leveled in
recent weeks.
According to Lieske Giese,
director of the Eau Claire
City-County Health Department, the county has averaged
54 weekly cases so far in July,
significantly higher than 26
cases per week in June.
Eau Claire County has had
96 positive tests in the past two

that people with
the potential of
spreading the
disease quaranweeks, a 21% decrease from
tine themselves
the two weeks prior. Thirty-six
and limit their
percent of the cases have come
interactions.
from community spread in the
“The more
Giese
past two weeks, meaning the
we can identify
person does not know where
close contacts,
an infection occurred. Of those
the more those
96 cases, there have been 285
close contacts stay at home
named close contacts in the past during that 14-day period where
two weeks, an average of 3.9 per they were potentially exposed,”
case. Of those 285 contacts, 89% Giese said.
were reached within 24 hours.
Eau Claire County has 448
That number would ideally be
total positive cases, an in100%, Giese said during a health crease of seven since Tuesbriefing Wednesday afternoon.
day. Of those cases, 407 have
Contact tracing is crucial so
recovered, meaning there are

41 active cases. The county
has had 13,222 negative tests.
There have been 23 hospitalizations due to complications
from coronavirus. The county
has five active public health
investigations, including two
in long-term care facilities, one
at a group home and one at a
health care facility.
Giese is encouraged by
many businesses requiring and
individuals wearing face masks,
a practice proven to slow the
spread of COVID-19.
“It’s a small thing to do to
make a difference in the community,” Giese said.
See COVIDPage 2A
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Staff photo by Dan Reiland

From left, Darlene Spehle shops with her granddaughter Danielle Jenkins and daughter Laurie Starks on Wednesday at the Eau Claire
Downtown Farmers Market in Phoenix Park. All are from Eau Claire. View more photos at LeaderTelegramPhotos.com.

Agents to pull back in Portland
But entire
contingent to
stay in city

Trump earlier this month
sent agents to the city
from U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, Immigration and Customs
Enforcement and the
By Gillian Flaccus and
U.S. Marshals Service as
Mike Balsamo
protests against racial
injustice increasingly
Associated Press
targeted federal property.
PORTLAND, Ore.
The deployment ap— Some federal offipeared to have the oppocers guarding a U.S.
site effect, reinvigorating
courthouse that’s been
demonstrations with a
targeted during violent
new focus: getting rid of
protests in Portland
the federal presence.
will leave in the next 24
The Democratic
hours, Oregon Gov. Kate
governor said CBP and
Brown said Wednesday.
ICE agents will begin
But the Trump adminleaving the downtown
istration’s insistence
area Thursday, but ActAssociated Press
that some agents would
ing Homeland Security
remain in the building
Federal officers are surrounded by smoke as they push back demonstrators
Secretary Chad Wolf
and the entire contingent during a Black Lives Matter protest at the Mark O. Hatfield United States Courtwouldn’t specify where
would stay in the city
the agents would go. He
house Wednesday in Portland, Ore.
in case they’re needed
insisted that a federal
sparked confusion and
and rocks at federal
tensions on the streets
grenades and nearly 100 presence would remain
concern among demonof the liberal city, where agents, used lasers
arrests.
until the Trump adminstrators.
to blind them and
nightly protests have
The deal also seemed
istration was assured the
While each side
sprayed graffiti across
persisted for more than
likely to further muddle
agreement was working
declared victory in the
the downtown Mark O. the situation by adding
two months.
and state police were
political fight over the
Hatfield Federal Court- yet another law enforce- sufficiently protecting
Many demonstrafederal deployment,
house. Agents have
tors are peaceful, but
ment agency to the mix
federal property.
it was not clear if the
responded with tear
smaller numbers have
— Oregon State Police.
agreement would reduce thrown fireworks, flares gas, pepper balls, stun
President Donald
See PORTLANDPage 2A

